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Those who go through a transformative state truly are born again.    

         ELEMENTS OF A SECOND BIRTH WITH CHILDREN
Note:  this is not true in all cases; presented here as a summary statement.

• Those hardly born can undergo what appears to be a second birth.
• Temporal lobe expansion can precede or accelerate natural development.
• The learning curve can reverse itself, placing abstract conceptualization

before foundational understanding.
• IQ enhancements and faculty extensions can accompany heightened

spatial/non-verbal/sensory-dynamic thinking, giving rise to
creative problem solving.

• Sensing multiples can open up whole new worlds of possibility and new
dimensions of what is real.

• Parental bonding lessens, with imprinting to the Other Side a likely result.
• A new or different sense of self and of origin becomes the norm.
• Brain shifts can jumpstart "the engine of evolution," enabling the human

species to adapt to ever-changing needs and pressures.
• Spirit shifts can advance attitudes and behaviors toward social justice

and moral integrity, as compassion and caring replace the
obsessions that drive greed.

Thought:  advance technology is returning increasing numbers of children from 
death's door, who wind up being ideally suited for. . . advanced technology.

   ELEMENTS OF A SECOND BIRTH WITH ADULTS
Note:  this is not true in all cases; presented here as a summary statement.

• Adult experiencers can suddenly appear younger and feel reborn.
• IQ enhancements and faculty extensions can accompany heightend

spatial/non-verbal/sensory-dynamic thinking, giving rise to
creative problem solving and a more active sense of memory.

• An awareness of "future" can clarify the earth world of time and space,
by engendering "rehearsals" that provide for advance preparation
in meeting life's demands.

• Sensing multiples can open up whole new worlds of possibility and new
dimensions of what is real.

• Brain shifts can jumpstart "the engine of evolution," enabling experiencers
of any age to adapt to ever-changing needs and pressures.

• Spirit shifts can advance attitudes and behaviors toward social justice
and moral integrity, as compassion and caring replace the
obsessions that drive greed.

• The higher mind can emerge as the higher brain develops, thanks to the
structural/chemical/electrical changes that occur in the brain after
a brain shift.

Thought:  the more intense the shift the less tolerance or desire one has for
alcohol, tobacco, drugs, chemical products, excesses of sugar and meat.


